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From the perspective of Neo-Victorian studies, it can be claimed that the character of the Woman in Black in 
Susan Hill’s eponymous novel, published in 1983, is based on Victorian portrayals of the myth of “the fallen 
woman.” These Victorian representations often highlight mythemes pertaining to Gothic archetypes, such as the 
ghost, the vampire, the madwoman and the witch, giving evidence of the association between “the fallen woman” 
and  Kristeva’s notion of the abject, which involves the feeling of subjective horror upon the blurring of what is self 
and what is other. Hill’s reinterpretation of the myth of “the fallen woman” recaptures Gothic mythemes pervading 
Victorian representations, but, in contrast with most of these Victorian portrayals, the Woman in Black arises as an 
actual Gothic archetype insofar as she is a female ghost who is brought back to life to vindicate herself and 
perpetuate her haunting existence. This article aims at analyzing the intertextuality existing between Hill’s portrayal 
of the Woman in Black and Victorian representations of “the fallen woman” which resort to Gothic mythemes, with 
the purpose of identifying Hill’s own contribution to reinterpret and update this Victorian myth. 
 




1. Introduction  
In her analysis of adaptation theories, Linda Hutcheon claims that any revision of the past 
involves “bringing together the comfort of ritual and recognition with the delight of surprise and 
novelty” (173), thus bridging the gap between the old and the new. Within the context of Neo-
Victorian studies, as Cora Kaplan admits, contemporary narratives which aim to invoke the 
Victorian period disclose “the mix of familiarity and strangeness which Freud theorized as the 
uncanny” (1). In retrospect, the Victorian past is thus addressed through a blending of the 
familiar and the ghostly. Consequently, any current attempt at evoking the Victorian past can 
only aspire to obtain a mediated image, which Simon Joyce refers to as that which is reflected in  
a rearview mirror and gives away “a recognition of a surprising closeness” (3). The Victorian 
past is thus often approached through either its otherness or rather through those traits that look 
more familiar to us from our contemporary perspective. 
Insofar as the act of revisiting the past implies conjuring it up in spite of its absence, Neo-
Victorian theorists, such as Rosario Arias and Patricia Pulham, have often resorted to Gothic 
tropes which metaphorically regard the Victorian past as a specter that haunts us, in the same 
way that John Kucich and Dianne Sadoff also consider Neo-Victorian textualities as “ghostly 
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forms of the past in fictional pastiche” (xxiv). Bearing in mind how critics resort to the figure of 
a ghost as a metaphor to refer to Neo-Victorian textualities, contemporary writer Susan Hill has 
published a series of ghost novels which are rooted in the classic nineteenth-century ghost story. 
As David Stevens admits, her ghost narratives have turned Hill into “a modern writer who has 
been influenced by Gothic trends” (35), and she is also an author deeply interested in evoking 
and even recreating the Victorian past. As editor of a collection of nineteenth-century ghost 
stories, Hill contends that ghost tales ultimately “tell us about things that lie hidden within all of 
us, and which lurk outside all around us” (Introduction 15), claiming that the Gothic archetype of 
the ghost must be interpreted as a metaphor of that which is gradually brought back to life from 
the past to the present. Besides, Hill also admits that the classic English ghost story is “really 
Victorian” (9), thus revealing her association of ghost narratives with the Victorian period. In 
this sense, Hill’s premises comply with Julia Briggs’ proposition that the specter in most ghost 
narratives symbolically represents the return of the repressed, which, in Neo-Victorian Gothic 
fiction, can be metaphorically interpreted as the personification of the haunting Victorian past. 
Although Hill has become a prolific writer of ghost stories fairly recently, it was in 1983 that 
she published her first ghost novel, The Woman in Black, which granted her immediate public 
acclaim. The Woman in Black displays most features pertaining to the Victorian classic ghost 
story,1 some of which are also explored in Hill’s subsequent ghost narratives. At the onset of 
Hill’s novel, the homodiegetic narrator, Arthur Kipps, introduces himself as an aging man whose 
stepchildren encourage him to tell a ghost story on Christmas Eve. This initial narrative frame 
allows Kipps to recollect memories from his youth, when his tragic encounter with the ghost of 
the Woman in Black took place, hence contributing to dislocating his voice throughout the 
narrative.2 Hill’s first ghost novel also exhibits a self-conscious will to evoke Victorian times, as 
its narrator, Kipps, admits to himself at the onset of the narrative that “the business was 
beginning to sound like something from a Victorian novel” (The Woman in Black 31), thus 
ironically disclosing an explicit awareness of the pervasive influence that the Victorian past 
exerts all through the novel, in what can be considered a metatextual reference, to use Gérard 
Genette’s narratological terminology. According to Donna Cox, different Victorian texts traverse 
The Woman in Black, since the novel sustains “an internal masquerade of late Victorian 
narrative” (3), and it remains haunted by these Victorian textualities, relying on the reader’s 
                                            
1 According to Julia Briggs, Victorian ghost stories were often associated with the Christmas season (126), since 
families would gather round to tell each other ghost tales, in resemblance to Charles Dickens’ A Christmas Carol 
(1843). As Briggs further argues, within this family setting, Victorian ghost stories would often assert family values 
but would also expose their deceptions (127). In addition, nineteenth-century ghost narratives often presented an 
introductory narrative frame which gave way to the central narrative, thus serving the purpose of juxtaposing 
different time frameworks and embedded stories, with the aim of subverting boundaries between present and past, 
between what was meant to be real and what was recollected or even imagined. All these features are recaptured and 
revisited in Hill’s ghost novel The Woman in Black.   
2 Stephen Mallatratt’s play based on Hill’s novel The Woman in Black explores the narratological device of the 
story-within-a-story that is displayed in Hill’s original novel. In her interpretation of Stephen Mallatratt’s 
eponymous play The Woman in Black (1987), Beth Kattelman analyses the dislocation of Arthur Kipps’ subjectivity 
in the play, as it is split between an aging man who recollects his encounter with the Woman in Black and the young 
actor whom Kipps hires to take part in the play-within-a-play. 
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skills to identify tropes from Victorian predecessors. Given the fact that the enclosed semiotic 
system of the novel is haunted by these absent Victorian texts, Cox claims that what is absent 
acquires agency precisely because of its absence (2). Following these premises, the 
contemporary reader is invited to indulge in the dynamics of presence and absence, and to 
identify the haunting influence of embedded Victorian texts within Hill’s novel. It can thus be 
argued that it is owing to the hidden presence of Victorian narratives in the novel that the specter 
of the Woman in Black acquires presence as a reification of the simultaneous state of being 
present, but also absent. In Lacanian linguistic precepts, the Woman in Black precisely attains 
presence as a result of her absence, as she moves “between an extinction that is still glowing and 
a birth that is retarded” (300), and it is her banished presence that ultimately underpins her actual 
manifestation as a ghost.  
In particular, the character of the Woman in Black presents significant parallelisms with 
Victorian portrayals of “the fallen woman,” insofar as Victorian representatives of this myth are 
often depicted through mythemes pertaining to Gothic archetypes, such as the ghost, the 
vampire, the madwoman and the witch, and they metaphorically render “the fallen woman” an 
embodiment of the abject. Poststructuralist and feminist critic Julia Kristeva defines the abject as 
“the feeling of subjective horror when an individual is confronted by the blurring of the 
distinction between what is self and what is other” (7), and as something which must be thrusted 
aside so that an entity can maintain its subjectivity, since the abject ultimately forces an 
encounter with the borders of existence.3 According to Steven Bruhm, in the context of 
Gothicism, the abject leaves us in an ambiguous situation, making us creatures of conflicted 
desires (266), since we are both repelled and fascinated by abjection. In this respect, the 
remembrance of other stories, as embedded in Hill’s ghost novel, becomes an instance of 
abjection, inasmuch as it involves a blurring of boundaries between textualities. Besides, in 
Hill’s novel, Victorian texts are also evocative of the Derridean trace,4 which is responsible for 
creating meaning in spite of not being there. As is stated in Hill’s novel, “as soon as ever she 
died, the hauntings began” (149), symbolically implying that, when Jennet Humfrye passes away 
and she is absent in body, her spiritual presence as a ghost becomes even more noticeable in spite 
                                            
3 In The Powers of Horror, Julia Kristeva claims that the first encounter with the abject takes place at birth, when we 
have been part of the mother, but must abject her to form a separate being. As Kristeva argues, the abject confronts 
us “with our earliest attempts to release the hold of maternal entity before ex-isting outside of her” (13). For 
Kristeva, however, the utmost instance of abjection is the cadaver (3), as “the body extricates itself, as being alive, 
from that border” (3), forcing the dislocation of our subjectivity and inducing an encounter with that which lies at 
the border of our understanding. The abject is thus both related to apparently opposite life stages, such as birth and 
death. 
4 Jacques Derrida states that “the trace is not a presence but is rather the simulacrum of a presence that dislocates, 
displaces, and refers beyond itself,” adding that “the trace has, properly speaking, no place, for effacement belongs 
to the very structure of the trace” (Speech and Phenomena 156). Derrida’s concept of trace also relates to the notion 
of différance, inasmuch as, on the one hand, signs can never invoke the totality of that which they signify, since they 
can only be defined through other words, so that meaning is deferred as a result, whereas, on the other hand, 
meaning can only be effected through a network of oppositions and distinctions, in which difference plays a pivotal 
role. Consequently, meaning is never truly present in itself, but it is constructed through postponement and 
counteraction. 
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of her absence. Former portrayals of fallen women in Victorian novels remain a trace in the 
characterization of the Woman in Black, insofar as they arise as embodiments of “the absence of 
a presence” which are revisited in Hill’s portrayal of the ghostly protagonist. This article thus 
aims to analyze the intertextuality between the spectral character of the Woman in Black in 
Hill’s eponymous novel and Victorian representations of “the fallen woman,” with the aim to 
look into Hill’s own contribution to reinterpret and update this Victorian myth. To this purpose, 
Gothic mythemes in relation to “the fallen woman” which are brought to the fore in the 
characterization of the Woman in Black will be analyzed in comparison with Victorian 
portrayals of “the fallen woman” in novels such as Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre (1847), Wilkie 
Collins’ The Woman in White (1860), Charles Dickens’ Great Expectations (1861), Wilkie 
Collins’ The Moonstone (1868), and Bram Stoker’s Dracula (1897). In these Victorian novels, 
the character of “the fallen woman” is depicted by means of resorting to Gothic mythemes, 
which are taken literally and further elaborated in Hill’s novel in order to portray the Woman in 
Black as a Gothic archetype. 
 
2. The Gothic Tradition of Women Writers and the Myth of “The Fallen Woman” 
Being particularly influenced by the conventions of the Victorian ghost story, The Woman in 
Black is rooted within the Gothic tradition. Shortly after its publication, critics such as Stephen 
Bann regarded The Woman in Black as recreating the Gothic genre and, some years later, Allen 
Lloyd Smith referred to the “repetition of Gothic structures” (13) displayed in Hill’s first ghost 
novel. Hill’s indebtedness to former patterns of Gothicism reveals what Clive Bloom has termed 
as “a Gothic horror revival” (7) at the time Hill’s influential novel was published. The Woman in 
Black exhibits classic Gothic tropes, such as the presence of ghosts and isolated haunted houses. 
Nonetheless, in spite of these traditional motifs characterizing the genre, Gothic fiction is also 
considered to be politically and socially engaged, inasmuch as it reflects the latent fears 
indicative of a particular period and, as representative of the genre, Hill’s The Woman in Black 
also shares this generic commitment. In line with this subversive discourse in Gothic fiction, 
critics such as Gina Wisker have identified remarkable gender differences between its advocates, 
claiming that the generic conventions of horror tend to be more subversive in the fiction of 
women writers (“Demisting the Mirror” 155). Contemporary British women writers of horror 
fiction often revisit generic representations in the Gothic tradition that restrict women and, as 
Wisker further claims, with the aim to refuse disempowerment, these writers commit themselves 
to “revitalise mythic figures” (Wisker, “Demisting the Mirror” 154). In her seminal volume The 
Female Gothic (1983), published in the same year as Hill’s novel, Juliann Fleenor suggests that 
women’s Gothic fiction often addresses female identity and the role of motherhood within a 
patriarchal culture. Given the importance that these issues acquire in Hill’s novel, Val Scullion 
considers that The Woman in Black is rooted within the Gothic tradition of women writers, as it 
presents a less idealized perception of women as mothers, and also claims that Hill’s novel 
incorporates aspects of “women writers’ radical horror” (294), insofar as Hill’s narrative actually 
seeks to empower the figure of “the denigrated mother” (296). Although this article is 
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particularly indebted to Scullion’s thesis, as she argues that Hill’s novel challenges the double 
moral standards of Victorian England as well as the almost Victorian family values promulgated 
in the early 1980s when the novel was published,5 I aim to prove that Hill’s characterization of 
the Woman in Black mostly contributes to revisiting and updating the Victorian myth of “the 
fallen woman.” Hence, given the evident Neo-Victorian undertones characterizing Hill’s novel, I 
argue that The Woman in Black finds its antecedents in Victorian works, but it instils an even 
more subversive approach in retrospect to an already latent dissident discourse in relation to 
gender in Victorian times. 
As a Neo-Victorian character, the Woman in Black can be reported to be mostly based on the 
Victorian myth of “the fallen woman,” insofar as Jennet, who eventually transforms into the 
ghost of the Woman in Black, is envisioned following Victorian gender discourses whereby 
women who dared step outside the established conventions of appropriate sexual behavior could 
only face social ostracism. According to Mark Llewellyn, Neo-Victorian textualities are 
consciously set in the Victorian era with the aim to “rewrite the historical narrative of that period 
by representing marginalized voices, new histories of sexuality … and other generally ‘different’ 
versions of the Victorian” (165). After an initial narrative frame, which blurs the boundaries 
between past and present, in this story-within-a-story, Kipps is summoned to leave London and 
set off on a journey to look into Mrs. Drablow’s legal papers. Upon reading the letters of Mrs. 
Drablow’s sister, Jennet, Kipps realizes that “the writer, a young woman and apparently a 
relative of Mrs. Drablow, was unmarried and with child,” at the same time that he also finds out 
that “at first, she was still living at home, with her parents” and “later, she was sent away” (Hill, 
The Woman in Black 113). Jennet thus becomes a single mother at a time when women’s 
sexuality was restricted to marriage, and deviation from the established rules necessarily 
involved social exclusion. As a result of being a mother out of wedlock, Jennet is ostracized from 
her family and is even obliged to forsake her own son, Nathaniel, so as not to disgrace the 
family. 
As Maureen Moran argues, Victorian middle-class women who stepped outside social 
conventions and engaged in sexual activity outside marriage became outcasts in need of reform, 
inasmuch as their conduct threatened to destabilize the established social and moral conventions 
(37). The figure of the Victorian fallen woman became an issue which raised outstanding social 
concerns, with outpouring artistic manifestations which revolved around this character, either 
through a sympathetic approach or a sensational treatment. Renowned Victorian novels 
addressed issues in relation to sexual morality and offered a considerate portrayal of “the fallen 
woman,” as shown in Elizabeth Gaskell’s Ruth (1853), Wilkie Collins’ The New Magdalen 
(1873), and Thomas Hardy’s Tess of the d’Urbervilles (1891). Nonetheless, sensation Gothic 
                                            
5 Val Scullion claims that The Woman in Black addresses contemporary debates about the nature of the family in the 
1980s in Great Britain. At the time, conservative social policies supported greater independence for families, but the 
revival of Victorian values also betrayed the political aim to place children from struggling families into state care. 
The institution of the family became an ideological battleground, which gave way to parental anxieties. In this 
context, Scullion argues that Hill’s novel addresses contemporary concerns about the responsibilities of parents, 
myths surrounding motherhood, and fears about the safety and wellbeing of children at the time. 
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fiction, which started to gain unprecedented popularity at the time, also addressed the figure of 
“the fallen woman,” inasmuch as the novels belonging to this genre explored prevailing cultural 
and social anxieties, unconscious fears of sexuality, and the threat of moral degeneration. 
  
3. Envisioning the Victorian Fallen Woman through Gothic Mythemes 
In Victorian novels with evident Gothic features, “the fallen woman” arises as a Victorian 
myth that often presents mythemes pertaining to different Gothic archetypes. As cases in point, 
characters like Bertha Mason in Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre (1847), Anne Catherick in Wilkie 
Collins’ The Woman in White (1860), Miss Havisham in Charles Dickens’ Great Expectations 
(1861), Rosanna Spearman in Wilkie Collins’ The Moonstone or Lucy Westenra in Bram 
Stoker's Dracula (1897) are represented as Victorian fallen women portrayed through Gothic 
traits with the ultimate aim of characterizing them as embodiments of social fear and moral 
dread. As fallen women, they often acquire a ghostly appearance, they display a deviant 
approach to sexuality which is reminiscent of the figure of the vampire, they adopt a rebellious 
attitude that often typifies them as madwomen, and they are often endowed with some sort of 
symbolic witchcraft which enables them to exert enormous influence on others. These fallen 
women are thus characterized through mythemes suggestive of different Gothic archetypes, such 
as the ghost, the vampire, the madwoman, and the witch. The character of the Woman in Black 
in Hill’s novel is grounded in these portrayals of Victorian fallen women that incorporate Gothic 
mythemes. In comparison, though, even if she also amalgamates these Gothic mythemes, which 
are suggestive of Victorian portraits of fallen women, the Woman in Black turns into an actual 
Gothic archetype, since she is truly a ghost.  
 
3.1. The Victorian Fallen Woman Represented as a Ghost 
The character of “the fallen woman” in Victorian narratives is frequently endowed with 
features pertaining to the Gothic archetype of the ghost with the aim to underscore its liminal and 
ostracized consideration. The characterization of the Woman in Black illustrates this notion, as it 
follows the trace of Victorian depictions which place emphasis on the ghostly features of “the 
fallen woman” as an outcast, and it also exposes the Woman in Black as an actual female ghost 
that, in her liminality, turns into a source of social anxiety. According to Scullion, both Jennet 
and her ghost become abject figures menacing the society they inhabit and, as such, they are 
excluded and pushed to the margins (302), since society often fails to recognize the Other as part 
of itself, precisely owing to the disassociation process which abjection involves. In Hill’s The 
Woman in Black, it is explicitly stated that the identity of the Woman in Black responds to “the 
ghost of Jennet Humfrye” (158), who already looks like “a living spectre” (149) in her lifetime 
and eventually turns into a ghost, since, as is reported, “as soon as ever she died, the hauntings 
began” (149). Given her liminal condition as a specter, the Woman in Black appears and 
disappears intermittingly, arising as an uncanny personification of “the fallen woman” from the 
Victorian past and turning into a literal embodiment of Freud’s notions of das Heimliche (the 
familiar) and das Unheimliche (the unfamiliar) (Ashley 158). By resorting to synesthesia, the 
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apparition of the ghost of the Woman in Black is sometimes overheard rather than seen, as the 
narrator admits: “I heard the slight rustle of clothing and realized that the unknown woman had 
already slipped away” (Hill, The Woman in Black 49). In analogy, in Charlotte Brontë’s novel 
Jane Eyre (1847), rather than seeing her, the heroine only notices Bertha Mason’s latent presence 
by means of her laughter, which Jane describes “as preternatural a laugh as any I ever heard” 
(112). Bertha’s laughter is not matched by a visible presence either, as Jane admits that “I 
thought, at first, the goblin-laugher stood at my bedside – or rather, crouched by my pillow: but I 
rose, looked round, and could see nothing” (Brontë 155). Jane portrays Bertha’s laughter as 
preternatural and goblin-like, which evinces the heroine’s assumption that this latent but 
invisible presence must be that of a ghost. 
 The figure of the specter in the Gothic tradition often personifies a figure from the past which 
refuses to leave behind a tragic event that took place a long time before. In Hill’s novel, when 
Kipps first sets eyes on the Woman in Black in church, he pays attention to her dress, which he 
describes as “out of fashion except, I imagined, in court circles on the most formal occasions” 
(48), thus underlining the fact that the Woman in Black is an entity mostly connected with 
former times. In Charles Dickens’ Great Expectations (1861), Pip also shares the same 
impression when he first beholds Miss Havisham in her wedding dress, stating that “she had 
withered like the dress” (87), as Miss Havisham decided to literally stop the clock in a hopeless 
attempt to hold on to bygone days. The embodiment of time long past which both the Woman in 
Black and Miss Havisham represent is displayed by their spectral and emaciated appearance. 
When Kipps gazes at the ghost, he notices that “her eyes seemed sunken back into her head” 
(Hill, The Woman in Black 49), a description which evokes Pip’s portrayal of Miss Havisham, 
when he states that she “had no brightness left but the brightness of her sunken eyes” (Dickens, 
Great Expectations 87). In both cases, their old-fashioned dresses come hand in hand with their 
wasted appearance, which characterizes them as ghostly remnants of the past that stand in 
contrast with the present world of the living.  
 The fact that many Victorian fallen women are represented as dressed in white further 
reinforces their resemblance to the archetype of the ghost, since, in the collective unconscious, 
specters and apparitions have traditionally been associated with white. The title of Hill’s novel is 
clearly evocative of Wilkie Collins’ The Woman in White (1860), which brings to mind the 
character of Anne Catherick, a woman who is precisely mistaken for a ghost because she 
habitually appears to be dressed in white. When the hero, Walter Hartright, sets eyes on Anne for 
the first time, he stares at “the figure of a solitary Woman, dressed from head to foot in white 
garments” (Collins, The Woman in White 24), who seems to have sprung from nowhere in the 
middle of the night and whose portrayal clearly matches the archetypal depiction of a ghost. The 
Victorian fallen woman is also often dressed in white because she frequently wears a wedding 
gown, as is the case with Miss Havisham, who is described as a “bride within the bridal dress” 
(Dickens, Great Expectations 87), having decided not to remove her dress after being deserted 
by her lover on their wedding day. Similarly, in Bram Stoker’s Dracula (1897), Lucy Westenra’s 
portrayal as “a dim, white figure” (175) rather resembles that of a ghost, since, in her newly-
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acquired vampiric condition, as Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar argue, the bridal gown often 
turns into a shroud and the bride symbolically represents a dead woman (289), which is 
corroborated by the fact that Lucy is “dressed in the cerements of the grave” (Stoker 175). The 
figure of the spectral bride represented by characters such as Miss Havisham and Lucy Westenra 
underpins the subtle connection established between marriage and death. Perpetually dressed in 
her wedding gown, it is implied that Miss Havisham lives as if she had been metaphorically 
buried alive and, as an undead bride in her burial garment, Lucy Westenra holds on to a symbolic 
and eternal death-like existence. As a fallen woman turned into a ghost, the figure of the Woman 
in Black evokes these ghostly brides, even though, in contrast, she is dressed in black. Jennet’s 
ghost wears black clothes because, in her case, her outfit explicitly signals the fact that she is 
mourning for the tragic death of her son. According to Robin Roberts, motherhood provides the 
Woman in Black with a reason for her afterlife existence (41), since, in her vindictive return to 
the world of the living, she intends to recover her right to motherhood, of which she was 
deprived when she was forcefully separated from her son. Her black clothes thus reinforce the 
association of marriage and, particularly, motherhood, with a symbolic death, which was already 
hinted by feminist interpretations of Victorian literary predecessors, such as Miss Havisham and 
Lucy Westenra. 
 At the end of his narrative, Kipps acknowledges that he “had seen the ghost of Jennet 
Humfrye and she had had her revenge” (Hill, The Woman in Black 160), which complies with 
Briggs’ thesis that the archetype of the ghost often signifies the primitive impulse of vengeance 
(128). Following her death, Jennet arises as a mischievous ghost to vindicate herself for being 
deserted as a lover and dispossessed of her rights as a mother. By means of her newly-acquired 
spectral condition, the Woman in Black indulges in a symbolic and literary existence which 
seeks to vindicate the pleas of former Victorian fallen women, who were also victims of similar 
circumstances. In Dickens’ novel, Miss Havisham’s plans of revenge as a deserted ghostly bride 
consist in encouraging her daughter Estella to break Pip’s heart and re-enact the same ordeal that 
Miss Havisham had to endure in her youth when her lover, Compeyson, abandoned her. 
Similarly, in Collins’ novel The Moonstone (1868), the character of Rosanna Spearman explicitly 
wishes to come back to life as a ghost to haunt her unrequited lover, Franklin Blake, for whom 
she feels a forbidden passion, stating that “if there are such things as ghosts, I believe my ghost 
will hear it and tremble with the pleasure of it” (328). Rosanna thus indulges in the fantasy that 
Franklin Blake will eventually discover everything she has done to protect him, only after she 
has decided to put an end to her earthly existence. All these female characters, endowed with 
spectral features, thus give voice to their predicaments, which turn them into fallen women 
according to Victorian gender standards. 
 
3.2. The Victorian Fallen Woman Portrayed as a Vampire 
Although the Woman in Black is eminently portrayed as a ghost, her characterization as a 
Gothic archetype also comprises traits that have traditionally been associated with the vampire. 
Like Dracula himself in Stoker’s eponymous novel, Jennet’s ghost is “extremely pale, even more 
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than a contrast with the blackness of her garments could account for” (Hill, The Woman in Black 
49). Given the outstanding physicality characterizing the vampire in comparison with the ghost, 
Jennet Humfrye’s bodily features in Hill’s novel are often accentuated upon describing her 
“terrible wasting disease” (Hill 49), in spite of the fact that she is an apparition and, as such, she 
is presumably deprived of corporeal traits. The importance given to the Woman in Black’s 
physicality, which lies in the prominence that the discourses of gender and sexuality acquire in 
Hill’s novel, turns her into a character deeply evocative of the archetype of the vampire. As 
Wisker claims, contemporary women writers, as is the case with Hill, have resorted to the 
potential of the female vampire for radical re-appropriation, particularly given its defiance and 
subversion of conventional roles for women (“Love Bites” 168). The character of Lucy Westenra 
in Stoker’s novel, as a Victorian fallen woman who is sexually promiscuous, established the 
basis for subsequent characterizations of female vampires, since, as Nina Auerbach suggests, 
Lucy is endowed with a transformative and chameleonic quality (79). As a forerunner of 
subsequent literary female vampires, Lucy is mostly characterized through her sexualized nature 
as a result of her fall from grace as a woman. Her moral debacle is explained upon stating that 
her “whole carnal and unspiritual appearance” seemed to be “a devilish mockery of Lucy’s sweet 
purity” (Stoker 178). Lucy’s gradual transformation into a vampire finds its counterpart in the 
Woman in Black’s physical deterioration as a result of her moral sins. In Hill’s novel, it is 
established that, in her lifetime, Jennet “contracted a disease which caused her to begin to waste 
away” (The Woman in Black 149), which symbolically and visibly marks her as a fallen woman, 
having given birth to a child out of wedlock. Since her moral fall is indicated by means of her 
physical transformation, the ambiguous portrait of the Woman in Black, like that of Lucy, 
challenges the traditional dichotomy established between the Victorian gender archetypes of “the 
angel of the house” and “the fallen woman.” In this respect, critics such as Scullion argue that 
the Woman in Black also presents “a maternal disposition intermixed with traits that might be 
described as demonic” (302), thus subverting any dichotomies established by prevailing gender 
discourses.   
 In analogy with the Woman in Black, former portraits of Victorian fallen women already 
underscored features which resembled those of the female vampire with the aim to underline 
their sexualized nature. In Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre, Richard Mason narrates how Bertha 
attacked him, stating that “she bit me,” “she had had her teeth here” and “she sucked the blood” 
(223), thus portraying her through traits mostly evocative of the Gothic archetype of the vampire. 
Similarly, in Wilkie Collins’ The Woman in White, Walter Hartright meets Anne Catherick 
“where four roads met” (23), an intersection where vampires are traditionally buried and, upon 
meeting her, he concedes that “every drop of blood in my body was brought to a stop” (23), at 
the same time that he also wonders “what sort of a woman she was, and how she came to be out 
alone in the high-road, an hour after midnight” (24), thus crafting her portrait as a symbolic 
female vampire and typifying Anne Catherick as a fallen woman. Likewise, if in Stoker’s novel, 
Lucy’s lips “were crimson with fresh blood, and … the stream had trickled over her chin and 
stained the purity of her lawn death-robe” (175), in analogy, in Wilkie Collins’ The Moonstone, 
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Sergeant Cuff believes that Rosanna Spearman is the owner of “the paint-stained nightgown” 
(326), which leads him to believe her being guilty of theft, although he considers that she “had 
been acting under the direction of somebody else” (326), as if she had woken up at night to 
indulge in mischief in a symbolic vampiric trance. The sexualized nature of these Victorian 
fallen women is also stressed through a portrayal that highlights their beastly nature, which is 
shared with the archetype of the vampire as a preternatural creature that can transform into other 
beasts, such as bats or wolves. In Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre, upon entering Bertha Mason’s 
room in the attic of Thornfield Hall, it is stated that “what it was, whether beast or human being, 
one could not, at first sight, tell: it grovelled, seemingly, on all fours; it snatched and growled 
like some strange wild animal” (307), thus accentuating her unrestrained nature in her portrait as 
a vampiric fallen woman. Similarly, in Stoker’s novel, upon staring at his former fiancée, once 
transformed into a female vampire, Arthur Holmwood concedes that “I call the thing that was 
before us Lucy because it bore her shape” (175), and insists on the fact that “the Thing in the 
coffin writhed” (179), thus contributing to dehumanizing her through a process of objectification 
and animalization.    
      In addition to her physical features, the Woman in Black also resembles the archetype of the 
vampire insofar as the discourse of aging, and its subversion, acquires special relevance in her 
characterization. Upon trying to scrutinize how old the Woman in Black is, the young narrator, 
Kipps, establishes that “the effect of the illness made her age hard to guess, but she was quite 
possibly no more than thirty” (Hill The Woman in Black 49). In her youth, following her 
symbolic fall from grace, Jennet became afflicted with a wasting illness which led her to age 
prematurely, but, in her spectral condition, in spite of retaining her wasted features, she looks 
ostensibly younger than her actual age. The juxtaposition of youth and old age that the Woman 
in Black personifies, which is indicative of the archetypal figure of the vampire, is also 
reminiscent of the characterization of Miss Havisham in Dickens’ novel. When Pip stares at Miss 
Havisham, he notices that “the dress had been put upon the rounded figure of a young woman, 
and that the figure upon which it now hung loose, had shrunk to skin and bone” (Dickens, Great 
Expectations 87), thus characterizing Miss Havisham as embodying both youth and old age 
simultaneously, as her dress, a reminder of her past as a young bride, is superimposed over her 
aging body. In analogy with Miss Havisham, in Hill’s novel, Kipps also realizes that, upon 
gazing at the Woman in Black, “only the thinnest layer of flesh was tautly stretched and strained 
across her bones” (1998, 49), which echoes the same symbolic withering process that Miss 
Havisham also undergoes, in spite of the fact that, owing to her preternatural condition, the 
Woman in Black’s appearance is far from betraying her actual old age. Likewise, Pip notices that 
Miss Havisham sits by a mirror covered by a vast array of accessories which prevents her 
reflection in the mirror, thus implying a vampire-like sense of presence as well as of absence. In 
their characterization, which is clearly evocative of the archetype of the vampire, both Miss 
Havisham and the Woman in Black arise as characters whose age is inscrutable owing to the fact 
that they remain frozen in time in their will to continuously re-enact the infamous past which 
brought them to their despondent current condition. Their portrayal as aging vampiric females 
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makes them partake in the Gothic tradition of grotesque and even androgynous fallen women, 
who become a source of social fear for daring to defy the established gender discourses, with 
Miss Havisham being considered a spinster and the Woman in Black being a mother out of 
wedlock.     
 
3.3. The Victorian Fallen Woman Depicted as a Madwoman 
In novels of sensation with Gothic traits, the Victorian fallen woman is also portrayed as an 
alienated individual suffering from some sort of mental disorder. The patriarchal association of 
the figure of “the fallen woman” with madness in Victorian times was indicative of reactionary 
views that cast a suspicious glance over women’s increasing awareness of their rights, which led 
patriarchal sectors to categorize them as irrational, even to the extent of committing those 
rebellious women to lunatic asylums. As Michel Foucault points out, hysteria was originally 
conceived as a female disease whose origin was deemed visceral, as it was believed to be mostly 
occasioned by the womb (137). Nonetheless, Elaine Showalter remarks that the sexual origins of 
hysteria led to the overlooking of social factors that contributed to this mental disease (160) and, 
through the advent of feminist discourses, female hysteria was gradually turned into a metaphor 
that gave voice to women’s subjugated condition in Victorian times. After witnessing the death 
of her own child, for which Jennet blames the prevailing Victorian prejudices that prevent her 
from acting as her son’s legitimate mother, she is diagnosed as “mad with grief and mad with 
anger” (The Woman in Black 148). Hence, even though her state is the result of the wrongs she is 
made to bear rather than the effect of any particular mental illness, it is quickly assumed that she 
is suffering from a mental disorder and her condition is consequently pathologized. 
 The Gothic archetype of the madwoman in Victorian narratives often embodies dark secrets 
that apparently highly-respected, but inherently infamous, individuals would like to keep under 
lock. When Kipps looks into Mrs. Drablow’s legal papers, as he begins to unravel the truth about 
her sister Jennet, he wonders whether Mrs. Drablow had concealed “some reclusive old sister” or 
had left behind “a mad friend that no one had known about” (Hill, The Woman in Black 125), 
who incarnates the family’s most embarrassing secret, such as the fact that Jennet gave birth to a 
child out of wedlock. Similarly, in Wilkie Collins’ The Woman in White, Walter Hartright 
assumes that Anne Catherick “was naturally flighty and unsettled, or that some recent shock of 
terror had disturbed the balance of her faculties” (31), especially after he learns that she has 
escaped from an asylum. Nonetheless, it is later on revealed that Anne Catherick was not 
enclosed in a sanatorium owing to any mental disorder, but because she knew about Sir Percival 
Glyde’s illegitimate origins. Moreover, her apparent mental condition and subsequent death are 
also pivotal to simulate Laura’s death and ensure that Sir Percival Glyde shall inherit his wife’s 
fortune. The diagnosis of Anne Catherick as a madwoman thus truly responds to men’s 
machinations to commit women to asylums in order to serve dubious and wicked purposes.          
 Given her situation as a mother out of wedlock, which was considered inappropriate and 
unacceptable for a respectable middle-class woman, in her lifetime the Woman in Black is also 
thought to suffer from insanity. In Victorian times, any sign of women’s rebellion was frequently 
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taken as a symptom of a mental condition. In this respect, feminist interpretations of the 
character of Bertha Mason in Brontë’s novel underpin the conviction that female insanity in 
Victorian representations symbolizes a mode of defiance against the constraints of patriarchy. As 
Gilbert and Gubar claim, Jane Eyre finds her own rebellious double in the character of Bertha 
Mason (472), who acts in a way that Jane is simply forbidden to emulate as a respectable 
heroine.6 Besides, it is Bertha’s husband, Edward Rochester, who declares that “Bertha Mason is 
mad; and she came from a mad family” (Brontë 306) and, when Jane returns to Thornfield Hall 
to find it burned to its cements, an aged male butler concedes that “the mad lady … would take 
the keys out of her pocket, let herself out of her chamber, and go roaming about the house, doing 
any mischief that came into her head” (450). In both cases, it is a male character who claims that 
Bertha suffers from insanity and declares her to be mad. Similarly, in Stoker’s Dracula, it is her 
former fiancé, Arthur Holmwood, who portrays Lucy in her newly-acquired vampiric condition 
as having a “distorted face, full of rage” (176), which is indicative of female insanity, and he also 
passes moral judgement on her, stating that “never did I see such baffled malice on a face” (176), 
thus associating her enraged disposition with a lack of ethics and morals.          
 The kind of insanity with which the Woman in Black is afflicted in her lifetime is also related 
to a condition that is known as melancholia, as she is unable to live in the present, but rather 
insists on holding on to the memories of her tragic past. In Dickens’ Great Expectations, owing 
to her wish to live permanently in a bygone period of time, Miss Havisham is thought to suffer 
from some mental disorder, since, when she was deserted on her wedding day, she decided to 
lock herself up in Satis House and began to acquire some eccentric ways that lead Pip and even 
some of her relatives to consider her mad. In other Victorian texts, as well as in Hill’s novel, 
characters initiate symbolic pilgrimages to emblematic places, such as marshes, whose 
reverberating waters symbolically bring back memories from the past. The terrible accident 
which caused the death of Jennet’s son is re-enacted every night that Kipps spends in Eel Marsh 
House, near the Nine Lives Causeway, where the dreadful event took place. This walkway 
consists of a dangerous passage to the house, since, when the tide comes in, the path becomes 
totally submerged and untraceable, as happened on the night of the accident. For the Woman in 
Black, the Nine Lives Causeway turns into a perpetual reminder of the death of her son, and it is 
considered a literal shrine to the memory of those who perished on that fatal night. Similarly, in 
Wilkie Collins’ The Moonstone, the character of Rosanna Spearman feels perpetually drawn to a 
place called the Shivering Sand, which is also entirely covered by the tide and it is in this 
quicksand that Rosanna ultimately finds her death when she commits suicide. Rosanna declares 
that her “mind’s unquiet sometimes” (35) and, aware of Franklin Blake’s unrequited love, she 
often wonders whether it would be better to bear his indifference or “jump into the quicksand 
and end it for ever in that way” (324). Like the Woman in Black, Rosanna in Collins’ novel 
                                            
6 In Victorian portrayals, the character of “the fallen woman” often stands for the heroine’s defiant double, which 
must be repressed in order to comply with established gender conventions. In this respect, it can be argued that 
Victorian heroines such as Jane Eyre, Laura Fairlie, Estella, Rachel Verinder, and Mina Murray find their respective 
rebellious doubles in the characters of Bertha Mason, Anne Catherick, Miss Havisham, Rosanna Spearman, and 
Lucy Westenra respectively. 
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suffers from unreciprocated love, and this is often the reason why she suffers from periods of 
melancholia that lead people to take for granted that she is afflicted with a mental condition.  
 
3.4. The Victorian Fallen Woman Described as a Witch 
The characterization of the Woman in Black in Hill’s novel also highlights a series of 
features that portray her as “dressed in deepest black” (The Woman in Black 48), at the same 
time that “a bonnet-type hat covered her head and shaded her face” (49), which underline her 
association with the Gothic folktale character of the witch. Similarly, in Victorian novels, such as 
Brontë’s Jane Eyre and Collins’ The Moonstone, Bertha Mason and Rosanna Spearman are also 
respectively portrayed through traits that often call to mind the archetype of the witch. In Jane 
Eyre, Bertha Mason is literally described as a “lady, who was as cunning as a witch” (Brontë 
450) and, in The Moonstone, Gabriel Betteredge meets Rosanna Spearman “in her little straw 
bonnet, and her plain grey cloak that she always wore to hide her deformed shoulder” (Collins 
33) in a portrayal which is also highly evocative of a witch in a folktale.  
 In his analysis of images of older people, Herbert Covey argues that, in nineteenth-century 
cultural manifestations, the older woman was firmly associated with the figure of the witch (74) 
and, therefore, the Woman in Black’s prematurely aged condition further contributes to 
associating her with the traditional description of this Gothic folktale archetype. If the Woman in 
Black’s characterization as a vampire places emphasis on the subversion of boundaries between 
youth and old age, the Gothic mythemes that join her with the archetype of the witch mostly 
emphasize her old age. In her youth, Jennet is reported to suffer from a wasting illness which 
renders her “so pathetically wasted, so pale and gaunt with disease” (Hill, The Woman in Black 
49) that her aged features are substantially accentuated and she looks older than her actual age. 
In this respect, Tania Modleski claims that women’s Gothic narratives often seek to explore a 
later period in women’s lives (61), and in Hill’s novel, the significance given to aging seems to 
acquire a particular subversive purpose. At the beginning of Dickens’ Great Expectations, 
through Pip’s young and male gaze, Miss Havisham also looks ostensibly older than her actual 
age, since, according to Dickens’ notes, she is merely in her forties or fifties but, for Pip, who is 
just a child, Miss Havisham’s appearance rather evokes the image of an old woman. Owing to 
Pip’s portrayal of Miss Havisham, which accentuates her aging traits, as he professes that “she 
had a crutch-headed stick on which she leaned” (113), Pip declares that Miss Havisham “looked 
like the Witch of the place” (113) and, through his childlike imagination, he immediately 
associates her with this Gothic folktale character. 
 Historians such as Keith Thomas have shown that, in former times, older women were more 
likely to be regarded as witches because of their condition as poor and dependable members, 
which often stirred feelings of both guilt and hostility within the community (568). In Hill’s 
novel, when Kipps first sets eyes on the Woman in Black, he believes that “she had been a victim 
of starvation” (The Woman in Black 49) and, later on, he discovers that she “died in hatred and 
misery” (149), thus highlighting her economic deprivation and social precariousness. In Collins’ 
The Moonstone, it is also disclosed that Rosanna Spearman, who works as a second housemaid 
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for Lady Verinder, previously led a miserable and even dishonest life, as it is unveiled that she 
had been in a penitentiary for theft. Likewise, women who indulged in acts which were 
considered socially deviant or who exhibited some stigmatizing behaviour, such as not getting 
married and living alone, were also traditionally typecast as witches by the rest of the community 
owing to their dissident behavior. In her death certificate, Jennet is categorized as a “spinster, 
aged thirty-six” (Hill, The Woman in Black 143), thus explicitly remarking her marital status at 
her age and, when Kipps intends to visit Mrs. Drablow’s house, where Jennet lived for most of 
her life, he states that he expects it to be “like the house of poor Miss Havisham” (69). The 
narrator in Hill’s novel thus establishes an explicit parallelism between the characters of Miss 
Havisham and Jennet Humfrye, who remain unmarried and live alone for most of their lives, 
which leads the villagers to turn them into social outcasts and symbolically regard them as 
witches.     
 Besides, cunning and wise women who displayed extraordinary gifts, and considered 
themselves mediators between the mundane and the spiritual, were also excluded from the 
community on the grounds of witchcraft, although the actual reasons why they became social 
outcasts were often rooted in feelings of fear and power misappropriation on behalf of other 
members in the community. Jennet’s appearance changes abruptly in her lifetime, and this 
physical alteration lures the villagers to associate it with the effect of some black magic, as it is 
stated that “when she went about the streets, people drew back” (Hill 1998, 149), as if she were 
an actual witch, owing to the notorious power that she is presumed to have acquired. In Collins’ 
novels The Woman in White and The Moonstone, characters such as Anne Catherick and 
Rosanna Spearman are also symbolically endowed with some kind of knowledge that enables 
them to exert an enormous, and almost preternatural, influence on others, as if they were actual 
sorceresses. In The Woman in White, Anne Catherick tells Laura Fairlie that she has had a 
premonitory dream whereby Anne advises the heroine not to marry Sir Percival Glyde, thus 
protecting her by means of a symbolic act of divination. Correspondingly, in The Moonstone, 
through manifest skills, Rosanna Spearman discovers Franklin Blake’s secret, as she sees him 
entering Rachel’s chamber at night. Rosanna’s discovery leads her to address a letter to Blake, 
telling him that he is at her mercy, but that she can also be of help, thus revealing the important 
influence that she may exert on him in the future.           
 In Hill’s novel, Jennet’s portrayal also resembles that of a witch when it is stated that 
“children were terrified of her” (149) since, according to Stith Thompson’s study of the folktale, 
in a significant series of tales about witches, the principal part is often played by children (36). 
As soon as Jennet passes away, her curse begins to take effect and whenever her apparition is 
seen, a child in the village perishes in strange circumstances. As indicative of her close 
association with the Gothic archetype of the witch, Jennet is often related to the presence of 
children since, after her demise, she is believed to take the life of other women’s children to 
make up for the death of her own child. As Scullion suggests, if the figure of “the wicked 
stepmother” in fairy tales often embodies the darker side of “the real mother,” in Hill’s novel, it 
is “the real mother,” the Woman in Black, who is endowed with this dubious role, since, in 
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abducting the children from other parents, she echoes and subverts the traditional dynamics of 
the fairy tale (302). Victorian depictions of fallen women also habitually highlight the important 
role that motherhood and children play in categorizing them as such, which also comes hand in 
hand with the intrinsic connection traditionally established between the archetype of the witch 
and children in folktales with Gothic elements. In Dickens’ Great Expectations, as if she were a 
witch, Miss Havisham resorts to her young adopted daughter, Estella, to pursue her plans of 
revenge, as she symbolically and parasitically appropriates Estella’s youthful body to 
symbolically bewitch Pip and break his heart in order to accomplish her aim of avenging herself 
as a deserted bride in her youth. This is taken a step further in Stoker’s Dracula, where Arthur 
Holmwood and his comrades witness how Lucy Westenra, as a vampiric fallen woman, flings 
“to the ground, callous as a devil, the child that up to now she had clutched strenuously to her 
breast, growling over it as a dog growls over a bone” (175), in her case, literally nourishing on 
children to perpetuate her infamous condition.  
 According to Covey, misfortunes such as deaths and illnesses which befell a community 
were often alleged to be caused by women suspected to practice witchcraft (73), who had to be 
destroyed and purified by the action of fire in order to bring back good fortune and restore order 
in the community. When Kipps stares at the Woman in Black, he assumes that she had been “a 
victim of smallpox, or of some dreadful disfigurement of burning” (50), hence subtly implying 
the connection between the effects of fire as a retribution for her conduct, which echoes the 
intrinsic association between witches and fire that was also displayed in former portrayals of 
Victorian fallen women. The fatal misfortune that befalls Miss Havisham in Great Expectations 
when her wedding dress catches fire and she perishes as a result is highly evocative of the 
punishment traditionally inflicted on women suspected to be witches. Likewise, in Jane Eyre, 
Bertha Mason’s incendiary tendencies also endow her with relevant traits that make her resemble 
the figure of a witch, as it is stated that “she had nearly burnt her husband in his bed once” (450). 
When Jane returns to Thornfield Hall after her long absence, a butler discloses that Bertha had 
set the house on fire and recalls her black hair “streaming against the flames as she stood” (451), 
thus evoking the Gothic archetype of a witch, as she is killed by the action of fire in resemblance 
to the witches, who used to be burned so that their purification and the expiation of their sins 
could take effect. 
 
4. The Woman in Black as a Neo-Victorian Reinterpretation of “The Fallen Woman”   
Characters which are representative of the Victorian myth of “the fallen woman,” such as 
Bertha Mason, Anne Catherick, Miss Havisham, Rosanna Spearman and Lucy Westenra share 
many narratological elements. All of them are endowed with mythemes pertaining to Gothic 
archetypes, such as the ghost, the vampire, the madwoman and the witch, but aside from the case 
of Lucy Westenra, who eventually turns into a vampire, these fallen women are not actually 
preternatural beings, but they are rather depicted through Gothic features which underscore their 
ostracized and fearful condition. All these fallen women also play a minor role in their respective 
novels as secondary characters and symbolic rebellious doubles in relation to the corresponding 
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heroines. As Victorian fallen women, they subvert established conventions of gender and 
sexuality, as they arise as metaphorical embodiments of hidden secrets that threaten to intimidate 
apparently respectable men and destabilize the patriarchal establishment that these men 
personify. Besides, all these Victorian fallen women perish at the end of their respective novels, 
as their deaths eventually ratify the symbolic reestablishment of the social order that has been 
endangered by their mere presence.    
 Although the character of the Woman in Black in Hill’s novel follows the trace of former 
representations of Victorian fallen women, she is endowed with particular features that reflect a 
Neo-Victorian and, thus, contemporary reinterpretation of the Victorian myth of “the fallen 
woman.” In comparison with the aforementioned literary representatives of Victorian fallen 
women, who are depicted through Gothic mythemes in spite of the fact that they are not 
preternatural beings, the Woman in Black truly arises as a supernatural creature. In contrast with 
Victorian portrayals of fallen women, the Woman in Black turns into a central character around 
which the novel revolves, thus acquiring the same status as other classic Gothic archetypes, such 
as Dracula in Stoker’s eponymous novel. In relation to other Victorian representations of “the 
fallen woman,” given her spectral condition, the Woman in Black cannot be destroyed and, 
therefore, she does not perish at the end of the novel. Instead, it is rather inferred that her ghostly 
and infamous existence will perpetuate in time. The Woman in Black is thus mostly 
characterized as a vindictive fallen woman who is symbolically brought back to life to take 
revenge for all the wrongs that other Victorian fallen women were made to bear in the past. In 
this respect, Hill’s novel can be approached as a feminist reinterpretation of the Victorian myth 
of “the fallen woman,” which not only amalgamates Gothic mythemes with which Victorian 
fallen women were portrayed, but also turns into a truly Gothic archetype. The Woman in Black 
thus arises to haunt us back and vindicate herself for all those fallen women whose voices were 
silenced in Victorian times. 
   As a Neo-Victorian figure, the Woman in Black thus follows in the footsteps of Victorian 
representations of fallen women, but Hill’s approach reinterprets the Victorian myth of “the 
fallen woman” from a contemporary perspective. This is displayed by means of narratological 
features which involve not only metatextual references to the Victorian past and Victorian 
narratives, as has been shown, but also the narrator’s explicit intention as a male writer to put 
down in words the story of the Woman in Black. From the beginning of his narrative, Kipps 
admits that “the way to banish an old ghost that continues its hauntings is to exorcise it” (22), 
which unveils the need to write about the symbolic “ghost” of the Victorian fallen woman, 
personified by the Woman in Black, in order to put it at rest. Nonetheless, with the purpose of 
banishing this old ghost that still haunts his memories, Kipps also states that “I should tell my 
tale, not aloud, by the fireside, not as a diversion for idle listeners … But I should set it down on 
paper … Then perhaps I should finally be free of it” (22). The narrator explicitly mentions his 
intention of not “telling,” but “writing” the story, which involves establishing a physical 
separation from the Woman in Black once the narrative has been written, thus once more 
evoking Kristeva’s concept of the abject and the need to remove the other from the self in order 
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to affirm one’s identity. At first, Kipps seems gradually incapable of sustaining his authority as 
an author and, at times, he even falls prey to inarticulacy, confessing that “I have sat here at my 
desk, day after day, night after night, a blank sheet of paper before me, unable to lift my pen, 
trembling and weeping too” (156). When Kipps writes his own narrative, many years after 
having read Jennet Humfrye’s letters, he is unaware that he is actually replicating the Woman in 
Black’s story and he is symbolically being haunted by her ghost again. Kipps fantasizes about 
separating himself from his encounter with the Woman in Black and arresting the transmission of 
her curse by taking her place as a writer, wishing explicitly that “the chain is broken” (155), thus 
once again evoking a symbolic literary intertextuality with former Victorian texts. Nonetheless, 
the process of writing the narrative on his part, and of reading it on behalf of readers, necessarily 
reactivates the presence of the Woman in Black and, by extension, the perpetuation of the myth 
of the Victorian fallen woman.  
 It is also significant to note that, although the novel starts with a narrative frame that 
introduces Kipps’ story, it does not close with a reassuring return to this initial narrative, but with 
the narrator’s dispiriting statement that “they asked for my story—I have told it—enough” (160), 
which involves a denial of a soothing sense of closure from a narratological perspective. 
According to Wisker, this lack of comforting restoration at the end of the narrative is 
characteristic of women writers’ radical horror (“Demisting the Mirror” 154), as it subverts the 
narrator’s male authority. The effective absence of closure eventually ratifies the triumph of the 
Woman in Black, which Scullion interprets as the actual horror lying beneath the plot of Hill’s 
novel, as the ghost is never laid to rest (298). This comfortless conclusion at the end of the novel 
reinforces Hill’s intention to allow the Woman in Black to exert her dominion ever after, since 
Hill’s contribution to the Victorian myth of “the fallen woman” lies in drawing on Victorian 
portrayals of “the fallen woman” that resorted to Gothic mythemes, but also in giving rise to the 
Woman in Black as an actual Gothic archetype that comes back to life with a clear vindictive 
purpose. As part of a contemporary thread in women writers’ horror fiction, which Wisker 
identifies as subversive in its aims (“Demisting the Mirror” 154), Hill’s reading of the myth of 
the Victorian fallen woman urges us to recognize ourselves in her triumphant, though tragic, 
figure and embrace her as a character traditionally envisioned as Other. Hill’s Neo-Victorian 
interpretation of “the fallen woman” aims at empowering this mythical figure, examining the 




The Woman in Black engages in dialogue with Victorian portrayals of the myth of “the fallen 
woman,” as it unveils a self-conscious purpose of addressing this archetype from the Victorian 
past, but it also offers a contemporary insight as a Neo-Victorian novel. Within the framework of 
Neo-Victorian criticism, Marie-Luise Kohlke claims that Neo-Victorian novels revise and 
rewrite Victorian textualities, “with a self-reflective, self-interrogative approach” (13), with the 
ultimate aim of reinforcing as well as subverting conceptualizations of the Victorian period. 
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Hill’s novel brings back the Victorian myth of “the fallen woman” depicted as an embodiment of 
the abject according to Victorian standards. In the footsteps of former depictions of the Victorian 
fallen woman, the Woman in Black is also characterized by mythemes pertaining to the Gothic 
archetypes of the ghost, the vampire, the madwoman, and the witch. Nonetheless, in Hill’s 
reinterpretation of this Victorian myth, the Woman in Black arises as an actual Gothic archetype 
and is granted a dominant role which Victorian representations of the fallen woman lack. As a 
result of her preternatural condition, the Woman in Black cannot be banished, but rather arises as 
an ageless entity which threatens to perpetuate her dominion and make up for the predicaments 
of former Victorian fallen women. In this respect, as Ann Heilmann and Mark Llewellyn argue, 
Neo-Victorian novels are “self-consciously engaged with the act of (re)interpretation, 
(re)discovery, and (re)vision” (4), acting as mediators of the experience of reading Victorian 
textualities and producing, to use Mark Llewellyn’s term, a sense of “critical f(r)iction” (170), 
thus blending fiction and criticism simultaneously. If former representations of the Victorian 
fallen woman emphasized their final defeat in order to protect and preserve the prevailing 
Victorian discourses of gender, in her Neo-Victorian reinterpretation, Hill rather allows the ghost 
of the Woman in Black to take revenge and vindicate herself in a novel which can be described 
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